
Drilling Operations Console (DO) 

In today’s environment it is even more important for drilling and completions teams to focus on reducing non-
productive time (NPT) during well construction by enhancing operational integrity and efficiency.  Kongsberg Oil & 
Gas, in conjunction with BP, developed the SiteCom® Well Advisor real-time advisory solution for well operations in 
response to this growing focus.  By leveraging the existing industry leading SiteCom® solution, SiteCom Well 
Advisor takes real-time data management to the next level as a decision support system integrating data with 
predictive tools and processes.  This supports the delivery of the right information to the right place at the right 
time allowing for more informed decisions during critical operations.   

Features: 
•  Analyzes the quality of the hole 

cleaning 
•  Provides an analytical model that 

predicts minimum required annular 
flow velocity (Critical Annular 
Velocity) to clean the well for a 
given ROP 

•  Drag chart featuring automatic 
calculation of pick-up weights, 
slack off weights and free rotating 
weights, and comparing them 
against theoretical numbers 

•  Determines the breakover torque 
when starting the rotation of a 
drill string 

•  Calculates whether the hole 
cleaning is sufficient in the 
wellbore 

•  Displays measured and predicted 
weights vs. depth 
 

Benefits: 

•  Generated in real time 
•  Visualizes the effectiveness of hole cleaning 
•  Utilizes sophisticated algorithms to determine the hole cleaning 

status for each section of the wellbore 
•  Locates free rotating weight, slack off weight, pick up weight, and 

breakover weight 
•  Tracks maximum torque used when drilling resumes after a 

connection 
•  Monitors average friction factors for hookload and torque 

SiteCom Well Advisor 
Well Construction Efficiency 

Successes: 

•  Successfully completed field trials 
•  Handed over to Deployment At Scale 
 

During drilling there are major factors that affect cost, drilling time and safety including the quality of hole cleaning.   
The result of ineffective hole cleaning can cause high torque and drag, premature bit wear, differential sticking and 
formation fracturing.  The Drilling Operations console provides three essential agents to assist in improving drilling 
performance. 

SiteCom Well Advisor Drilling Operations Console displayed in widgets. 


